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Agenda
● Describe the Features, Pros, and Cons of both Monolithic Architecture and 

Microservices Architecture.

● Examples of both Architectures.

● Explain Containers vs Hypervisors.

● Explain how the Cloud and Cloud Computing fits into this.

● Questions and Answers.



Let’s Start with Something Seemingly 
Unrelated so I can Successfully Confuse you 

Immediately



All Code in one 

file. 

This program does 

more than read the 

text file.

Too much code 

duplicates.

Hard to read and 

debug.

Doing too much!



This is better 

organized. 

Smaller pieces of 

code are in 

logically defined 

functions which 

can be called by 

other functions.

Reusable!



Even Better!

Logically 

Separated into 

independent files 

that can be called 

to complete a task.

No more spaghetti 

code!



Think about this organizing approach to code while we talk about the different architectures



What is Monolithic Architecture?



Monolithic Architecture
An approach to writing software that is built as an interwoven, interdependent, single 

unified unit. Usually consists of three parts: a database, a client-side user interface 

(consisting of HTML pages and/or JavaScript running in a browser), and a server-side 

application. The server-side application will handle HTTP requests, execute 

domain-specific logic, retrieve and update data from the database, and populate the 

HTML views to be sent to the browser.

Single package that has all required components and services included.



What is Microservices Architecture?



Microservice Architecture
An approach to developing a single application as a suite of small independent 

services, each running in its own process and communicating with lightweight 

mechanisms, often an HTTP resource API. These services are built around business 

capabilities and independently deployable by fully automated deployment machinery. 

There is a bare minimum of centralized management of these services.

Independent pieces solely responsible for its own part of the greater application.



The idea of Microservices is not really a new one in Computer Science. Ken Thompson 

and Dennis Ritchie (nerds) outlined the idea of what we call Microservices in their 

Unix Design Philosophy.

In short, the Unix Design Philosophy can be summed up in one statement:

Do one thing well.

This is the idea of Modularity which refers to a system that is composed of 

components (modules) that can be fitted together or arranged in a variety of ways.

Sounds a lot like the idea behind Microservices… What is old becomes new again...





Which Architecture is Better?



Key Features of a Monolith
● Code for the entire system is stored in one codebase. Although the code may be 

divided into classes, and packages and have good OOP structure, it is not split 

into modules for separate compilation. - One Unit.

● Since the code is packaged in a single version, to update a feature it is necessary to 

stop the whole system, roll out the new software and then restart it.

● Easy and reliable communication within the application via internal procedures.

● Every new release of a monolith means that it gets bigger in size. Becomes harder 

to manage.

● Scaling one piece of the application requires the entire application to scale since it 

is all interdependent. 



Pros of the Monolith!
● Legacy - The majority of enterprise solutions were built using this architecture. They still work and do 

their job well.

● “Simple Development” (At first) - The architecture is well known to any developer. Most 

frameworks, existing tools, scripts, servers, etc. are compatible. All code in one codebase.

● “Simple Deployment” (At first) - Package your entire application and copy to a server.

● “Simple Testing” (At first) - The application is deployed all at once which means the features are 

available as soon as it’s launched. Thus, it can be tested simultaneously and there’s no need to wait for 

additional dependencies to start testing. Greatly simplifies this process.

● Single Codebase - Everything is under one roof. Easy to share with across all stages of the 

development pipeline.

● IDE-Friendly - Plenty of monolithic friendly development environments.

 

 



Real World Example of Monolith

Stack Overflow: The 

Architecture - 2016 Edition

https://nickcraver.com/blog/2016/02/17/stack-overflow-the-architecture-2016-edition/
https://nickcraver.com/blog/2016/02/17/stack-overflow-the-architecture-2016-edition/


Stackoverflow



More Examples of the Monolith
Your Computer Science Capstone Projects...usually are monoliths… at least mine was.

 

 





Cons of the Monolith...
● High Learning Curve - New developers on a team have a high learning curve understanding 

the massive codebase and how everything interconnects.

● Maintenance - Coupling between modules causes random bugs when changes are made. 

Harder to maintain as it grows.

● Downtime - Deployments and upgrades require downtime.

● Barrier to New Tech - Implementing new technologies could turn into a huge problem since 

it will affect the entire system.

● Crash Impact Radius - If one part of the system crashes, the entire system crashes.

● Poor Vertical Scaling - Installing new hardware or upgrading hardware to an existing 

monolith is a nightmare. Imagine upgrading SSDs that contains the codebase...

 

 



Parts of a Monolithic Application



How it can sometimes feel to work on Monolithic Applications

Every change affects the entire 

application. The larger the codebase 

the more daring the act of modifying 

code becomes.



Key Features of Microservices
● Code of each microservice is stored in an isolated container*, runs its own 

memory space, and functions independently.

● Communication between services is a bit more complex since developers should 

use logic to connect them and deal with failures that sometimes occur.

● Scaling of one component is possible.

● Clearly organized architecture. Decoupled units have their specific jobs, can be 

reconfigured without affecting the entire application.

* We will revisit containers.



Pros of Microservices!
● Code complexity greatly reduced.

● Service separation promotes decoupled designs that have less bugs.

● Less of a learning curve to be productive (you don’t need to study a giant codebase).

● Deployments don’t require downtime.

● If a microservice crashes, the rest of the system keeps going.

● Each microservice can be scaled individually according to its needs.

● Services can use different tech stacks (developers are free to code in any language).

 

 





The communication interface for 

each service is an API.

Less IPC OS communication.

Very common for each service to 

have its own database.

Separate API Gateway for mobile apps are quite common as well. 

Why have the same API for mobile and nonmobile?

UI accessible via web.

Note: All the communication between 

services and the API Gateway are done 

entirely over HTTP(S).



Real World Example of Microservices

Microservices at Netflix Scale 

2016

https://gotocon.com/dl/goto-amsterdam-2016/slides/RuslanMeshenberg_MicroservicesAtNetflixScaleFirstPrinciplesTradeoffsLessonsLearned.pdf
https://gotocon.com/dl/goto-amsterdam-2016/slides/RuslanMeshenberg_MicroservicesAtNetflixScaleFirstPrinciplesTradeoffsLessonsLearned.pdf


Netflix was originally a 

Monolithic Application. 

In 2008 they started a 8 

year process to move to 

Microservices in AWS.



Cons of Microservices...
● Complexity moves from the code to the interactions between services. Example: Microservices run in a 

separated processes and communicate over the network and a dedicated mechanism (like REST calls or 

messaging). Making HTTP requests (via a client API) and processing it is more laborious than doing a 

simple programmatic method call.

● Complex database joins must be implemented by the application. Can cause latency.

● Deployments have a lot of moving pieces.

● Lower performance when a request “pinballs” through multiple microservices.

● Testing the whole application can be more tedious compared to a Monolithic application due to the 

different services. 

● Management of multiple databases, codebases, and transactions can be very cumbersome.

● Network communication can be highly variable. HTTP Request/Responses dropping, getting lost, etc. 

Good luck troubleshooting! 

● We have to come up with a service registry that allows microservices to find each other otherwise there 

can be no communication.  

 

 



Parts of a Microservice Application



Load Balancer
● All Microservices are accessed through the Load Balancer.

● Microservices come and go but the Load Balancer is the “switchboard”.

● Enables horizontal scaling of services.

● Makes Rolling upgrades possible.



Service Registry
● Datastore that keeps a list of running services.

● Must be redundant, highly available, and fast.

● Services make themselves known to the registry when they start.

● They are removed when they end or crash.

● The Load Balancer is dynamically reconfigured when the registry changes.



Containers
● Make services portable across host platforms.

● Provide an additional layer of isolation over processes.

● Allow each service to use its own dependencies.

● Simplify managing of network ports.



Storage
● Service registry, databases, message queries, etc. are stateful services.

● It is important to make these services robust in order to prevent data loss.

● Most storage solutions have clustering options.



Application Microservices
● Services that a developer writes.

● Should be stateless.

● They can start and stop at any 

time, without data loss.

● Horizontally scalable.

● Can be written as simple web APIs 

using any language and 

framework (RPC can be used to 

receive requests as well).



Lifecycle of a Microservice
● On startup the Microservice registers with the Service Registry.

● The Load Balancer detects the change in the registry and updates itself.

● The new service starts receiving traffic from the Load Balancer.

● If more than one instance of the service exists (in the case of a horizontal 

scale) then the traffic is split among the instances.

● The service sends “keep alive” signals, or responds to periodic health checks.

● When the service is stopped, or stops sending keep alives, or fails a health 

check, then it is removed from the registry as well as the Load Balancer.



Service to Service Communication
● Outside clients connect over HTTP/REST/WebSocket.

● The service receiving the client request may need to invoke other services.

● Services communicate with each other using HTTP or REST.

● Payloads should use well known formats: JSON, protobufs, etc.



Quick Overview

Microservices APP



So… Which Architecture is Better?





How Does the Cloud Fit into This?

Turns out Cloud Computing is 

slightly important to this subject...



One quick thing before we talk about the 
ALMIGHTY CLOUD….



Hypervisors vs. Containers



Hypervisors
● A Hypervisor is software that allows a physical machine to host multiple virtual 

guest operating systems.

● Each Guest OS is completely segregated from the Host OS and the other Guest 

OSes.

● Shared Hardware.

● No shared processes.

● Each provisioned space for the Guest

requires an entirely separate OS from the Host.





LXC
● LXC = LinuX Containers.

● Isolate applications and its Binaries and Libraries but also allow access to the host 

Linux Kernel.

● Kernel namespaces (ipc, uts, mount, pid, network, user)

● This allows containers to be completely portable.

● OS level virtualization method for running multiple

isolated Linux Systems (Containers) on a control host

using a single Linux Kernel.





Now we can talk about THE ALMIGHTY CLOUD!



How Does the Cloud Fit into This?

Turns out Cloud Computing is 

slightly important to this subject...



Cloudy Disclaimer
I am going to focus on the Public Cloud (Google Cloud Platform being the best) but it 

is worth mentioning that it is possible to run Monolithic Applications or Microservices 

Applications on a Private Cloud or Hybrid Cloud. Many people think of The Cloud as 

ONLY the Public Cloud. I just want to mention that this is not the case.



Cloud Technologies



Monolithic Application in the Cloud Examples



Microservices Application in the Cloud Example



Which Architecture is Better???!!!



My Conclusion is: It Depends.



Parting Thoughts
The Monolithic Architecture and Microservices Architecture Debate reminds me of 

the SQL and NoSQL Debate. NoSQL didn’t and will never replace SQL. The relational 

model will always be useful depending on what problem you are trying to solve. Just as 

Microservices won’t replace Monoliths just because it is the cool new thing. Why go 

through the trouble of creating a Microservices Application, Pay for the Cloud 

Hosting, and have a DevOps Team on standby just to

host a small web application?

ROI = Return On Investment 



In Conclusion
Monoliths and Microservice Applications offer pros and cons over one another but are 

not necessarily “better” than its counterpart. 

It simply depends if you are planning to write an application that will require the 

benefits of the Monolith or Microservices for today and into the future.



Final Take-away
None of this matters if you don’t design your code, plan ahead, and understand the 

technologies. You’ll just end up with Monolithic crap or Micro craps.




